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• Committees can 
conduct their work in 
a variety of ways

• Most work is done 
via full-scale 
inquiries, but 
Committees also 
work via individual, 
one-off sessions, 
correspondence and 
informal activity

Ways of 
working

Inquiries

Correspondence

One-off sessions

Informal activity



• Committee agrees the terms of reference for an 
inquiry in private

• Announces inquiry via press notice, website and 
twitter, calling for written evidence on the inquiry’s 
terms of reference

• The call for evidence is usually open for 6 – 8 weeks, 
with stakeholders sending submissions via the 
Committee’s website (the evidence portal)

Evidence gathering



• Designed to explore ideas with experts and 
stakeholders

• Questions suggested by staff team to help Committee 
get the most from a witness, but open to Members to 
ask their own questions as well

• Not usually confrontational. Questions are usually 
open and designed to draw out information

Oral evidence



• Reports contain 
recommendations to 
Government and 
other bodies

• Government required 
to respond within 2 
months

• Where 
recommendations 
are accepted, can 
show a direct link 
between evidence 
and policy change

Outputs

Report

Letter to 
Ministers

Other 
activity



• Initial scoping work akin to a mini literature review – identifying key 
issues in a given topic area.

• Research can help identify angles to explore or highlight issues to 
raise with Ministers

• The Liaison Committee has recommended that Committees consult 
on inquiry topics – look out for opportunities to input at the earliest 
possible stage.

Using evidence: inquiry planning



• Written evidence submissions are used to plan oral 
evidence sessions and to support conclusions and 
recommendations in final reports

• Drawing on research can give weight to Committee’s 
arguments, but needs to be clearly drafted–
Committee outputs are aimed at a lay audience.

• Committees can commission research to fill evidence 
gaps.

Using evidence: during the inquiry



• The best submissions:

• Provide facts and statistics which the Committee 
can use to support its case

• Identify real-world/human impact of policies or 
proposals

• Contain specific ideas and recommendations for 
policy change

• Avoid overly technical language wherever possible

• Supply diagrams and graphs if helpful

What makes a good written submission?



• This 2016 inquiry led to the Government banning 
microbeads.

• Evidence from Professor Richard Thompson at 
Plymouth University was central to the case put 
forward by the Committee about the environmental 
impact of microplastics.

• So what was good about it?

Case study: EAC Inquiry on the 
Environmental Impact of Microplastics

http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Environmental%20Audit/Environmental%20impact%20of%20Microplastics/written/31787.html


• Concise and readable

• Helped to clarify the Committee’s understanding of 
the issue by providing an accepted definition of 
“microplastics” (including pictures!)

• Summarised relevant research on the impact of 
microplastics on fish in a few sentences – ideal for 
referencing in the final report.

• Well referenced to other research to allow the 
Committee to explore further

Case study: EAC Inquiry on the 
Environmental Impact of Microplastics



• As a result, Professor Thompson was called to give 
oral evidence, and his research study was directly 
referenced in the report.

• This makes it easier to demonstrate a clear link 
between research and policy outcomes – good for 
research impact scores!

Case study: EAC Inquiry on the 
Environmental Impact of Microplastics



• Committees increasingly focusing on their own 
impact

• Research can aid Committees in measuring their 
successes (or failures!)

• Can be a platform for further work – Committees will 
often follow up on past inquires 2-3 years down the 
line – looking at past work can act as a guide of what 
a Committee might find helpful in future.

Using evidence: follow up work



• Keep in touch

• Don’t be afraid to ask questions

• Look out for Areas of Research Interest – Committees 
have been encouraged to identify ARIs in a similar 
manner to Government departments.

• Connect with POST – research fellowships for doctoral 
and post-doc fellows.

How you can get your voice heard



Questions?

• Contact us at eacom@parliament.uk

• Visit www.parliament.uk/eacom

• Follow @CommonsEAC on Twitter

mailto:eacom@parliament.uk
http://www.parliament.uk/eacom
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